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Introductions

My discovery of Ozobots
Our Roadmap

› Why choose Ozobots?
› Why code?
› Curriculum considerations
› Questions
› Challenge Time!
Why Ozobots?
Why Ozobots?
Easy to use
Great for problem-solving
Fun and learning together
Deeper learning
Engagement off the charts!
Affordable - and get creative!
Funding opportunities?
Why Code?
Ozobots allow students to:

- create
- think critically
- solve problems
- learn how to learn
- collaborate
- communicate
- prepares kids for the future
NPS Curriculum Template
Ozobot Lesson Library
Questions & Challenge Time!
Challenge 1:
~ Play with colors!

Challenge 2:
~ Insert codes into a line, minimum of three different codes

Challenge 3:
~ Write your name and include a minimum of three codes
Thank You for Coming!
Please take this quick survey to give me feedback!